Identification and Importance of Brown Adipose Tissue in Adult Humans
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ABSTRACT

BACKGROUND

Obesity results from an imbalance between energy intake and expenditure. In rodents and newborn humans, brown adipose tissue helps regulate energy expenditure by thermogenesis mediated by the expression of uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1), but brown adipose tissue has been considered to have no physiologic relevance in adult humans.

METHODS

We analyzed 3640 consecutive 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) positron-emission tomographic and computed tomographic (PET–CT) scans performed for various diagnostic reasons in 1972 patients for the presence of substantial depots of putative brown adipose tissue. Such depots were defined as collections of tissue that were more than 4 mm in diameter, had the density of adipose tissue according to CT, and had maximal standardized uptake values of 18F-FDG of at least 2.0 g per milliliter, indicating high metabolic activity. Clinical indexes were recorded and compared with those of date-matched controls. Immunostaining for UCP1 was performed on biopsy specimens from the neck and supraclavicular regions in patients undergoing surgery.

RESULTS

Substantial depots of brown adipose tissue were identified by PET–CT in a region extending from the anterior neck to the thorax. Tissue from this region had UCP1-immunopositive, multilocular adipocytes indicating brown adipose tissue. Positive scans were seen in 76 of 1013 women (7.5%) and 30 of 959 men (3.1%), corresponding to a female:male ratio greater than 2:1 (P<0.001). Women also had a greater mass of brown adipose tissue and higher 18F-FDG uptake activity. The probability of the detection of brown adipose tissue was inversely correlated with years of age (P<0.001), outdoor temperature at the time of the scan (P=0.02), beta-blocker use (P<0.001), and among older patients, body-mass index (P=0.007).

CONCLUSIONS

Defined regions of functionally active brown adipose tissue are present in adult humans, are more frequent in women than in men, and may be quantified noninvasively with the use of 18F-FDG PET–CT. Most important, the amount of brown adipose tissue is inversely correlated with body-mass index, especially in older people, suggesting a potential role of brown adipose tissue in adult human metabolism.
Obesity results from an imbalance between energy intake and expenditure. The adipose-tissue pool in mammals is composed of at least two functionally different types of fat: white and brown. White adipose tissue is the primary site of energy storage and of release of hormones and cytokines that modulate whole-body metabolism and insulin resistance. Excess accumulation of white adipose tissue causes obesity. Brown adipose tissue, on the other hand, is important for both basal and inducible energy expenditure in the form of thermogenesis mediated by the expression of the tissue-specific uncoupling protein 1 (UCP1). Brown adipose tissue affects whole-body metabolism and may alter insulin sensitivity and modify susceptibility to weight gain.

Brown adipose tissue is present in rodents throughout life. In humans, brown adipose tissue is found primarily in infants and young children, and it has been considered to be essentially nonexistent and without physiologic relevance in adults. However, estimates suggest that if it were present, as little as 50 g of maximally stimulated brown adipose tissue could account for up to 20% of daily energy expenditure in an adult human. Despite its potential physiologic importance, methods to measure the mass and activity of brown adipose tissue in humans have been lacking. Recently, combined positron-emission tomography and computed tomography (PET–CT) has been used to identify adipose tissue with a high rate of uptake of 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose (18F-FDG) as putative brown adipose tissue. However, correlation of this tissue, detected with the use of PET–CT, with immunohistochemical evidence of UCP1 expression or metabolic state has been inconclusive. In this study, we analyze 18F-FDG PET–CT images in 1972 patients and present evidence for the presence of physiologically significant brown adipose tissue in adult humans.

**METHODS**

**PATIENTS**

This study followed institutional guidelines and was approved by the ethics committees of Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center and Partners HealthCare, in Boston. Because only medical records and discarded material were examined, the consent of patients was not required. For immunohistochemical analysis of UCP1, adipose tissue from the neck and supraclavicular regions of 33 patients who previously had undergone surgical procedures at Partners HealthCare was identified with the use of the Harvard Medical School Shared Pathology Informatics Network. None of these 33 patients had undergone PET–CT scanning.

**DATA COLLECTION**

We analyzed 3640 consecutive 18F-FDG PET–CT whole-body scans performed on 1972 patients for a variety of diagnostic reasons at Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center from August 2003 through May 2006. Data on age and sex were obtained for all patients. Data on height, weight, fasting plasma glucose level, medication use, diagnosis, and smoking history were obtained for all patients who had substantial amounts of brown adipose tissue according to PET–CT scans and for a control group consisting of two patients without detectable brown adipose tissue who underwent scanning on the same day as each patient with brown adipose tissue (see Table 1 in the Supplementary Appendix, available with the full text of this article at NEJM.org). Outdoor temperatures in Boston for the dates of scans were obtained from the U.S. Weather Service.

Routine histologic and immunohistochemical assays for UCP1 with the use of polyclonal antimouse UCP1 antibody (Santa Cruz Biotechnology) were performed on paraffin sections. PET–CT images were acquired with the use of a Discovery LS multidetector helical PET–CT scanner (GE Medical Systems). In areas where uptake of 18F-FDG was identified by PET and the presence of fat was identified by CT, the maximal and mean standardized uptake values (SUVs), defined as the activity per milliliter within the region of interest divided by the injected dose in megabecquerels per gram of body weight, were determined. Calculations were performed with the use of OpenPACS and PET–CT Viewer shareware. Images from Massachusetts General Hospital were acquired in a similar manner.

**STATISTICAL ANALYSIS**

The data were analyzed with the use of SAS software, version 9.1, and VassarStats (http://faculty.vassar.edu/lowry/VassarStats.html). Normally distributed continuous variables were compared between study groups with the use of Student’s t-test, and non-normally distributed continuous variables...
were compared with the use of the Mann–Whitney U test. The roles of sex, age, body-mass index (BMI), smoking history, cancer diagnosis, and medication history as predictors of substantial brown adipose tissue were tested by logistic regression with the use of univariate and multivariate models. The patients were divided into groups corresponding to the upper, middle, and lower thirds of the values for age, BMI, and plasma glucose level; the significance of linear trends across the thirds was tested by assigning each participant the median value for the third and modeling this value as a continuous variable. Missing values for plasma glucose (in four patients) were assigned to the middle third. For medication and smoking history, a missing-value indicator was added to the model. Odds ratios and 95% confidence intervals were estimated as measures of the magnitude of the associations. The significance of interactions of BMI with age and sex was assessed by adding a cross-product term to the logistic-regression model. All P values presented are two-tailed, and values less than 0.05 are considered to indicate statistical significance.

RESULTS

RADILOGIC AND IMMUNOHISTOCHEMICAL EVALUATION OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE

The use of PET–CT to investigate brown adipose tissue in humans began with a 67-year-old woman who was being evaluated for a right suprathyroid phlegmatic tumor. Scanning with 18F-FDG PET–CT revealed a tumor with the density of adipose tissue but with higher 18F-FDG uptake than was typical for subcutaneous or visceral fat depots (see Fig. 1A through 1D in the Supplementary Appendix). Resection identified a brown-fat tumor (hibernoma) that was composed of characteristic polygonal cells with multilocular lipid droplets and central nuclei (Fig. 1E in the Supplementary Appendix) interspersed with typical white adipocytes containing large, single lipid droplets and peripheral nuclei. The identity of the cells as brown adipocytes was confirmed by immunohistochemical staining for UCP1 (Fig. 1F in the Supplementary Appendix). Review of the pathological features of cervical and supraclavicular tissue from 33 other patients who had undergone neck surgery revealed similar UCP1-positive brown adipose tissue mixed with white adipose tissue, a result suggesting that brown adipose tissue may also be present in people without hibernomas23 (Fig. 1A and 1B).

PREVALENCE, MASS, ACTIVITY, AND SEXUAL DIMORPHISM OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE

In the analysis of 18F-FDG PET–CT scans, brown adipose tissue was considered present if there were areas of tissue that were more than 4 mm in diameter, had the CT density of adipose tissue (~250 to ~50 Hounsfield units), and had a maximal SUV of 18F-FDG of at least 2.0 g per milliliter (Fig. 1C). This cutoff represented the lower boundary of activity in patients with detectable brown adipose tissue according to our previous study about the method of 18F-FDG uptake,20 and it was more than 2 SD above the maximal SUV seen in typical depots of white adipose tissue. According to these criteria, 106 of the 1972 patients (5.4%) had tissue that was identified by PET–CT as being consistent with brown adipose tissue, a result similar to the results of previous, smaller studies.12,14,17

The prevalence of detectable brown adipose tissue was higher in women (7.5% [76 of 1013]) than in men (3.1% [30 of 959, P<0.001]) (female:male ratio, 2.4:1.0) (Fig. 1D).

The volume and activity of brown adipose tissue were quantified with PET–CT Viewer software21 in user-defined regions of interest in the cervical, supraclavicular, and superior mediastinal depots (Fig. 1C). On the assumption of a density of fat of 0.90 g per milliliter, as defined with the use of CT scanning,24 the median amount of detectable brown adipose tissue in these areas was 11.6 g (range, 0.5 to 42.0) in men and 12.3 g (range, 1.1 to 170.0) in women (Fig. 1E). The median mass and activity of brown adipose tissue were similar in both sexes but were skewed to higher levels in women than in men, a result suggesting that women have a greater capacity to increase the mass and activity of their brown adipose tissue (Fig. 1E and 1F).

ANATOMICAL DISTRIBUTION OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE

The most common location for brown adipose tissue that was detectable in adults by PET–CT was the cervical–supraclavicular depot, in a distinct fascial plane in the ventral neck, superficial and lateral to the sternocleidomastoid muscles. In patients with high 18F-FDG uptake (Fig. 1C), the distribution of sites with 18F-FDG–avid fat extended inferiorly between the subscapularis and pectora-
Figure 1. Immunohistochemical Analysis and the Prevalence, Mass, and Activity of Brown Adipose Tissue.

Histologic analysis of biopsy specimens from a 48-year-old woman who underwent a parathyroidectomy (Panels A and B) shows the presence of brown adipocytes as stained by either hematoxylin and eosin (Panel A) or antibody to Uncoupling Protein 1 (UCP1) and counterstained with hematoxylin (Panel B). Panel C shows the quantification of the amount and activity of brown adipose tissue in regions of interest (red outline in images obtained with positron-emission tomography [PET] [left], computed tomography [CT] [center], and combined PET–CT [right]) that included the principal cervical, supraclavicular, and superior mediastinal depots of brown adipose tissue. Panel D shows the prevalence of detectable brown adipose tissue in men and women. Panel E shows the mass of brown adipose tissue in grams and Panel F the activity of brown adipose tissue in grams times the mean standardized uptake value (SUV) in grams per milliliter. In Panels E and F, the box plots indicate the lower quartile (lower line), median quartile (middle line), upper quartile (upper line), 1.5 times the interquartile range (lower and upper whiskers), and outliers (circles).
lips, posterior to the brachial plexus and proceeding through thoracic and abdominal paraspinal sites, with little perinephric activity.

**RELATION BETWEEN DETECTION OF BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE AND OUTDOOR TEMPERATURE**

Considerable variation in $^{18}$F-FDG uptake by the same depot of brown adipose tissue in the same patient was seen over time. Previous studies have suggested that uptake of $^{18}$F-FDG by adipose tissue may decrease rapidly in response to increased outdoor temperature.\textsuperscript{18} Anxiolytic agents such as benzodiazepines,\textsuperscript{25} sympathetic blockade by propranolol,\textsuperscript{26} and dietary intervention.\textsuperscript{20} The long-term effect of outdoor temperature on brown adipose tissue was estimated in the present study by reviewing the dates of PET–CT scans in patients with detectable brown adipose tissue as compared with the dates of the scans in all patients. For patients with detectable brown adipose tissue, the dates on which the activity of the tissue was maximal were determined, and the mean outdoor temperature in Boston for the month when the activity was maximal was obtained from the U.S. Weather Service. The frequency of maximal activity was highest in the winter, lower in the spring and fall, and lowest in the summer ($P=0.03$) (Fig. 2A in the Supplementary Appendix). The association between maximal activity of brown adipose tissue and mean monthly temperature was evaluated by logistic regression with sex and age as covariates (Fig. 2A). Overall, the probability of maximal activity decreased with increasing outdoor temperature ($P=0.02$). Furthermore, at every temperature, the probability of detection of brown adipose tissue was significantly higher in women than in men ($P<0.001$), with no difference between the sexes in the slope of the regression lines.

**ANTHROPOMETRIC AND METABOLIC PREDICTORS OF DETECTABLE BROWN ADIPOSE TISSUE**

Additional predictors of a high mass of brown adipose tissue were estimated by examining the association of brown adipose tissue with age, BMI, fasting plasma glucose level, medication use, diagnosis, and smoking history in the 106 patients who had detectable brown adipose tissue and a sample of 204 date-matched control patients who did not have brown adipose tissue (Table 1 in the Supplementary Appendix). The age and sex distribution of patients without detectable brown adipose tissue was the same as that of the total population of patients undergoing PET–CT (data not shown). In univariate analyses (Table 1), brown adipose tissue was most frequently detected in women ($P<0.001$), patients in the bottom third for age (younger than 50 years) ($P<0.001$), the least obese patients ($P=0.04$), those with lowest fasting plasma glucose levels ($P=0.04$) (Fig. 2B), those who were not using beta-blockers ($P<0.001$), and those who had never smoked ($P=0.02$) (Fig. 2B in the Supplementary Appendix).

In multivariate analyses, three predictors (sex, age, and beta-blocker use) remained significant. The likelihood of having substantial brown adipose tissue was greater in women than in men by a factor of approximately 3; the likelihood was lower among patients in the top third for age (above 64 years) than among those in the bottom third by a factor of approximately 3 and in those using beta-blockers than in those not using beta-blockers by a factor of approximately 10 (Table 1). BMI was not an independent predictor of the presence of brown adipose tissue in the multivariate analysis but became a significant predictor with increasing age ($P$ for interaction $=0.008$, after adjustment for sex and other predictors). The likelihood of having substantial brown adipose tissue was lower by a factor of six in patients older than 64 years of age who were in the top third for BMI than in those in the bottom third; the likelihood was intermediate for patients in the middle third ($P$ for trend $=0.007$) (Fig. 3 in the Supplementary Appendix). Thus, brown adipose tissue was found most frequently in young women and least frequently in older, overweight men and in patients receiving beta-blockers.

**DISCUSSION**

Many studies\textsuperscript{10,27,28} have indicated that brown adipose tissue in rodents has profound effects on body weight, energy balance, and glucose metabolism, and the presence of brown adipose tissue has been observed in adult humans under circumstances of long-term exposure to cold or of hyperadrenergic stimulation in pheochromocytoma.\textsuperscript{29-31} However, there has been much debate as to whether brown adipose tissue normally exists in adult humans.\textsuperscript{31,32,33} Despite this debate, radiologic studies during the past several years have suggested that there are areas of adipose tissue with high $^{18}$F-FDG uptake, presumably representing brown fat; the presence of such areas often creates con-
fusion in the interpretation of PET scans performed for the diagnosis of cancer.

In the present study involving 3640 $^{18}$F-FDG PET-CT scans, we found substantial collections of brown adipose tissue in 7.5% of female patients and 3.1% of male patients. These findings should be considered minimal estimates of the prevalence of brown adipose tissue, because the studies were done with the patients in the unstimulated state, and PET–CT identifies only brown adipose tissue with increased metabolic activity. Furthermore, dietary fuels, such as fatty acids, and some drugs can alter $^{18}$F-FDG uptake, and PET–CT can detect brown adipose tissue only
if a sufficient number of brown adipocytes are aggregated in a given anatomical site. Indeed, with the use of other criteria, other, smaller PET–CT studies have reported detectable brown adipose tissue in 25% to more than 80% of patients, and one autopsy series identified brown adipose tissue in the necks of 26 of 31 patients (84%) over the age of 20 years.

Although we could not directly correlate the presence of 18F-FDG–avid adipose tissue detected by PET–CT with UCP1 immunohistochemical findings, several lines of evidence support the claim that this tissue is brown adipose tissue. First is the example of the patient with the brown-fat tumor, which formed a single, large mass of 18F-FDG–avid adipose tissue. Second, in patients with pheochromocytomas that hypersecrete catecholamines, there is increased mass and activity of brown adipose tissue and increased 18F-FDG uptake into brown adipose tissue, which returns to normal after resection of the tumors. Third, studies in rodents have shown that the avidity of interscapular brown adipose tissue for 18F-FDG is 50 times as great as the avidity of the surrounding depot of white adipose tissue. Finally, the present study identified UCP1-positive brown adipose tissue in a series of biopsy specimens taken from the same cervical and supraclavicular regions in which brown adipose tissue activity is most frequently observed by PET–CT. In these areas, it appears that the brown adipose tissue of human adults may consist of a mixture of white and brown adipocytes, as has been observed in some depots in the mouse.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Table 1. Predictors of Detectable Brown Adipose Tissue Based on 18F-FDG PET–CT Scanning. 6</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Variable</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Sex</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female vs. male</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Years of age</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>50–64 vs. &lt;50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;64 vs. &lt;50</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Body-mass index</strong>:</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>23.5–27.8 vs. &lt;23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;27.8 vs. &lt;23.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Fasting plasma glucose level — mg/dl</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>93–103 (5.2–5.7 mmol/liter) vs. &lt;93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>&gt;103 vs. &lt;93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Cancer</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lymphoma vs. no cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other cancers vs. no cancer</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Smoking history</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Formerly vs. never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Currently vs. never</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Beta-blocker use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes vs. no</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Benzodiazepine use</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Yes vs. no</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* CI denotes confidence interval, 18F-FDG 18F-fluorodeoxyglucose, and PET–CT positron-emission tomography and computed tomography.
† The P value for trend across thirds with 1 df is given.
‡ The body-mass index is the weight in kilograms divided by the square of the height in meters.
§ The overall P value with 2 df is given.
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PET–CT imaging emphasizes one particular region of active adult brown adipose tissue that lies in a fascial plane in the ventral neck and thorax bilaterally, distinct from the dorsal interscapular depot of brown adipose tissue observed in children and rodents. This difference in anatomical location may account for previous failures to identify brown adipose tissue in human adults. On the basis of quantification within this principal depot alone, it is likely that more than half of all men and women have 10 g or more of brown adipose tissue. Given that 50 g of maximally stimulated brown adipose tissue could account for 20% of total resting energy expenditure, our data suggest that brown adipose tissue is present in a substantial percentage of adults.

The distribution of white adipose tissue displays clear sexual dimorphism — men have greater amounts of intraabdominal white adipose tissue than do women, whereas women have more subcutaneous white adipose tissue in the thighs and hips than do men. The depots of brown adipose tissue have similar distributions in both sexes, but the mass and activity of brown adipose tissue are greater in women than in men. Other factors appear to be associated with a higher mass of brown adipose tissue. Previous studies of biopsy specimens in northern Finland revealed more brown adipose tissue in outdoor workers than in indoor workers, a result consistent with our observed correlation between the prevalence of detectable brown adipose tissue and outdoor temperature. Brown adipose tissue is essential for thermogenesis in human neonates but has been considered unnecessary in adults, who have higher basal metabolic rates and increased muscle mass for shivering. Previous PET–CT studies have also shown the inverse correlation between the prevalence of detectable brown adipose tissue and age that we observed in this study, with the greatest amount of detectable brown adipose tissue in younger adults. Our observations regarding beta-adrenergic blockers are consistent with the results of studies demonstrating that beta-blockers reduce 18F-FDG uptake in brown adipose tissue in the short term. It is also possible that long-term use of beta-blockers reduces the mass or activity of brown adipose tissue, thus contributing to some of the weight gain associated with the use of beta-blockers.

There appears to be an interaction between brown adipose tissue and obesity. In our study, univariate analysis showed an inverse correlation between the prevalence of detectable brown adipose tissue and BMI; after multivariate analysis, this correlation persisted among patients in the top third for age, a result suggesting that higher levels of brown adipose tissue may protect against age-related obesity. These results are consistent with earlier reports showing a similar but not significant trend toward lower BMI in people with functionally active brown adipose tissue. These observations are also consistent with murine studies showing that strains with higher levels of intermuscular brown adipose tissue are protected from diet-induced obesity and diabetes. Humans, like mice, have a range of metabolic rates. Thus, methods to stimulate generation and activation of brown adipose tissue might lead to new approaches to promoting weight loss and increasing insulin sensitivity.

In summary, in the present study, the use of 18F-FDG PET–CT shows that functional brown adipose tissue is prevalent in adult humans, with a significant female predominance. BMI is inversely correlated with the amount of brown adipose tissue, especially in older patients, a result suggesting a possible role of brown adipose tissue in protecting against obesity. We are hopeful that with increasing ability to measure the mass and activity of brown adipose tissue in humans in vivo, we will better understand its role in physiology and its potential as a therapeutic target in the treatment of obesity and other metabolic disorders.
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